
9th March 2021

Dear Students, parents and guardians,

Following on from my letter dated the 2nd of March, I am writing to inform you of the
action that the school has taken to ensure that GCSE, AS, A-Level and Vocational
qualifications will be awarded fairly this summer.

This letter accompanies a video presentation in which I have explained, with full
transparency, our reaction to government’s directive, from the 25th of February. I am
sure that you will appreciate that time is of the essence, and that we are acting in the
best interests of our students.

In order to comply with the government’s guidance (and guidance from exam boards),
we have decided on a ‘spring and summer assessment schedule’ that will enable
students to build an individual assessment profile and body of evidence to support the
agreed centre assessed grade.

Between now and the 18th of June (deadline for the submission of Centre Assessed
Grades), students will be assessed under four categories. These are:

- In-class assessment (between 20 and 35 minutes)
- Substantive assessment (mock-style assessments)
- Practical assessments (eg: Physical Education, Languages, Construction, Art

etc.)
- (other) Non-exam assessments (NEA) - eg: coursework / controlled

assessment

The timeline for these assessments can be found in appendix A.

Appendices C (GCSE) and D (AS and A-Level) show when the scheduled in-class
assessments will take place - highlighted in bright blue. Not all courses will require
in-class assessments.

Assessments will be spread over the weeks between the 15th of March and the 21st of
May, with time built in to enable catch-up, marking, moderation and final checks before
submitting CAGs to the exam boards.



In an ideal situation, the CAG deadline would have been moved back into July or left as
the final date of scheduled summer exams, but instead, the deadline has been moved
forwards. Additionally, exam boards have said that training opportunities, assessment
resources and further guidance will be available from the end of this term. Frankly, this
is too late.

As a school, we feel let down by these decisions, but we are also confident that our
plan will enable us to do ‘right’ by our students and get the outcomes they deserve this
summer.

We are working hard to produce detailed, subject specific guidance relating to the
weighting of assessments and awarding of CAGs. This will take some more time as we
are awaiting further guidance from individual exam boards. We thank you for your
patience and understanding.

Last year, under similar circumstances, our students made successful transitions onto a
range of pathways, including 6th Form, College, University, apprenticeships and
full-time employment and this year, we are confident that we will see equivalent levels
of positive progression.

Thank you for your continued support, I will write again in due course with additional
information.

Kind regards,

David Sanders
Senior Assistant Headteacher (Curriculum and Assessment)
Southbourough High School



Appendix A - Spring and Summer assessment schedule - Timeline

Appendix B - Ofqual infographic - How GCSE, AS and A Levels will be awarded in
summer 2021



Appendix C - In-class assessment schedule - Year 11 (15/03 - 01/04)







Appendix D - In-class assessment schedule - Year 12 and Year 13 (15/03 - 01/04)






